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5’ long bales.

Absolutely the best feeder i’ve ever used. Really easy to put on and off, safe
on the hills, pretty close to the tractor and you don’t lose any baleage while feeding out.”
WILLIE BERKERS, WAITOMO, NZ - SL360X

I find this a very good feeder for feeding in the troughs, it’s very accurate
to get it in there, no spillage.”
CHRIS JENNINGS, WEST COAST, NZ - SL450X

We purchased the SL700X because it ticked all the boxes! Some of the key advantages
is the impressive ground clearance and the fact that the chassis is the lowest point not the
feed bars. The loading system is brilliant using one Cylinder and some clever mechanical
engineering makes it foolproof and safe and It comfortably handles our 800kg + bales”.
SHEEP, GOAT & DEER FARMER, CROMWELL, NZ - SL700X
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HUSTLER’S HERITAGE >
From humble beginnings on a farm
in Hawkes Bay, New Zealand in
1961, steady increase has led to the
creation of a global company with
exceptional foundations. Hustler
builds uniquely engineered, worldclass products which are formed from
an innovative heritage of ingenuity
and combined with a wealth of
industry knowledge and experience.

First exports to
Hawaii, Bermuda,
Samoa, Fiji and
Australia

First sprayers built

INDUSTRY 1st
Patented self-steer
sprayers introduced

INDUSTRY 1st
• Mast sideshift
• Patented high ground clearance
• Patented bintipper clamp

INDUSTRY 1st
Multi-liftTM non
hydraulic forklift
patented NZ and
Australia

Load FloaterTM
suspension bin
fork introduced

2010

2000
INDUSTRY 1st
Patented
CHAINLESS 2000
bale feeder
introduced

Front
RunnerTM
front
mounted
minilift
introduced

2 year
warranty
introduced
Hustler Equipment was
founded in Hawke’s Bay

1990

Robertsons
Manufacturing
Acquisition Comby Range

SLX bale
feeders
launched

INDUSTRY 1st
Equaliser
introduced

INDUSTRY 1st
SoftarmsTM
developed
for handling
wrapped bales

SL Range of
chain type
bale-feeders
introduced
INDUSTRY 1st
VMXTM forklifts
launched

2020 >

INDUSTRY 1st
Patented VSTM
high visibility
fork arm
introduced

INDUSTRY 1st
Patented
CHAINLESS 4000
self loading bale
feeder introduced

INDUSTRY 1st
CHAINLESS 8000
multi-bale feeder

SL360X
bale feeder
launched
Large capacity
linkage sprayers
introduced

X5000 Series
re-developed
Chainless bale
feeders introduced

Duraboom,
NZ’s toughest
introduced

Hurricane
straw spreader
attachment
introduced

INDUSTRY 1st
SL-450T folding
extension trough
feeder introduced

INDUSTRY 1st
Revolutionary
Katipo sprayer
range introduced
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SL300X Balefeeder
Loaded with Hustler DNA, she’s a real thoroughbred.
The all new SL300X is a no-nonsense bale feeder for farmers who want Hustler dependability

DUAL SIDE FEED

LOW MAINTENANCE
BEARINGS

A single lever control enables
the SL300X to feed bales out
to the left or right and gives
precise control of the rate
of feed.

The SL300X is equipped with
our proven, greasable, selfaligning bearings with trash
shields that easily outlasts
any type of bush system.

without the bells and whistles, simply designed to do all the basics brilliantly.

BALE CHAMBER

TOUGHEST CHAIN

Even the stickiest bales are
not a problem for our new
bale chamber. It is steeper and
deeper for feeding out a bigger
variety of bales and preventing
roll out on steep terrain and a
high security bar holds the bale
securely in the chamber.

Zinc-plated chains with heavy
duty rollers and pins make our
chain drive system almost
twice as strong as others.
The greater wear surface on
each roller increases chain life
because they can’t stretch or
snake. Fully enclosed chain
and sprocket guides eliminate
derailment.

Key Benefits
1 - VERSATILE INVESTMENT
3 point linkage and loader ready, utilising a new headstock design with bolt-on brackets,

you get to choose if you want it mounted on the front or rear of a tractor or loader, and it
can be offset to allow more tyre clearance when feeding into bunks or troughs.
2 - REDUCE HAY WASTE
Feed savings of more than 40% can be achieved with the SL300X. It lays down a ﬂuffed-

up windrow which stock can eat more easily. Feed out as much or as little as you need
and save the rest for the next feeding time, this also keeps fodder fresher and more
palatable, reducing selectivity between stock.
3 - SELF LOADING
The unique design developed by Hustler allows the feeding cradle to be disconnected without

leaving the tractor seat, and the headstock slides out with its bale tynes to spike and load the bale
onto the feeding cradle where the wrapping can be removed, reducing wasted fodder. The headstock
reconnects which is made easy by unequal length tynes and is ready to distribute the bale.
4 - SAFE, SIMPLE, EASY
The hydraulically driven low speed mechanism quickly teases out bales, with plenty of power to feed out

FLOOR

even the heaviest of bales. Easy to maintain with just 4 grease nipples and very few moving parts. The
SL300X requires a 70+ horsepower tractor with just 1 hydraulic remote and allows the operator to lift, load and
feed the bale, all from the comfort of the tractor seat.
ULTRA LOW CRADLE

STRONGEST BARS

TEETH

Our ultra-low cradle design with
removable fences makes for easy
loading should you not have much
lift height on your tractor’s hitch.
The longer spears also make
loading easier, by reducing sag.

Our unique ﬂoor bars are 4-5
times stronger torsionally than
other type of bars of the same
size. We’ve bolted them to the
chain which is stronger and for
different bale types, blank bars
or bars with more aggressive
teeth are available and can
simply be bolted on in a matter
of minutes without breaking
the chain.

Our unique, extra strong shark
teeth are designed to prevent
feed being dragged under
the feeder by releasing it at
precisely the right moment.
Teeth can be angled for more
aggression, or the whole bar
can be unbolted or removed
without breaking the chain or
using a grinder.

A fully enclosed ﬂoor design
extends over the drive shafts,
protecting them from wrapping,
and eliminates wastage by
preventing feed from falling
out. Made from solid 5mm
polyethylene, it is UV and shock
resistant, and will not rust or
corrode.
Its extra slipperiness reduces
the amount of torque needed
and makes it easier to turn
bales that would otherwise grip
to a steel surface.

SPECIFICATIONS
BALE SIZES ROUND: 4’ x 4’ - 6’ x 5’
BALE SIZES SQUARE: Requires optional side bars
BALE WEIGHT: up to 1250kg (2760lbs)
UNIT WEIGHT: 480kg (1060lbs)
CAPACITY: 1 x bale

HYDRAULICS REQUIRED: 1 x double-acting, 30-60 l/min (8-16gal/min) , 2250-3000 psi
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Ease of Use.

Versatility.

Easy to load. Easy to feed. Easy to maintain.

Versatility like none other!

You don’t want hassle. That’s why we’ve built our SL360X bale feeder so you can feed your cattle

The all new SL360X’s compact design allows you feed in the tightest of passageways, and the

with just one tractor by yourself without breaking your back, or your bank.

versatility allows you to feed into bunks, troughs, over fences or into your cattle yards to save you
needing to open gates, into mixing wagons to cut down diesel consumption and mixing time, and

LOAD.
Simply lower the unit to the ground, it automatically disengages the feeding cradle from the
headstock and loading tyne. Spear the bale with the headstock and load it onto the feeding
cradle, removing the wrapping. Reconnect the headstock with the feeding cradle by simply
backing into it, which is made easy with the unequal length bale spears.
SELF-LOADING IS QUICK, SAFE AND EASY
AND THERE’S NO NEED TO TUG ON A ROPE!

1. Lower feeder to the ground and drive away

2. Spear bale with tynes and position over feeder

3. Remove wrapping, and reconnect to feeder

FEED.
Simply pull the hydraulic lever on the tractor in the direction you want to feed, and adjust the speed of
the ﬂoor to control how fast the bale unrolls. Adjust your travel speed to vary the size of the windrow.
Feed only what you need and save the rest for next feeding, so it’s fresher and more palatable.

MAINTAIN.
By using double sealed bearings that hold enough grease for a whole week of feeding out, just 4 grease
nipples are all that needs maintaining for the lift of the feeder, no wearing parts or high maintenance
bushes that will have you greasing the machine everyday. And our bisalloy sprockets and toughest ﬂoor
chains on the market eliminate the need for continuous adjustments.

it will feed loose silage from a stack, dry hay, baled silage, fodder-beet and much, much more!
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SL360X Balefeeder
The world’s best single tractor, round bale feeding solution
The all new SL-360X is easier to use than any other type chain feeder on the market today.

DUAL SIDE FEED

LOW MAINTENANCE
BEARINGS

A single lever control enables
the SL360X to feed bales out
to the left or right and gives
precise control of the rate
of feed.

The SL360X is equipped with
our proven, greasable, selfaligning bearings with trash
shields that will easily outlast
any type of bush system.

It is also the most innovative, with 6 unique features you won’t ﬁnd on any other bale feeder
that makes it easier to use, more versatile, and saves you more of your precious time.

Key Benefits

TOUGHEST CHAIN

BALE CHAMBER

Zinc-plated 12,000 lb chains
with heavy duty rollers and
pins make our chain drive
system almost twice as strong
as others. The greater wear
surface on each roller increases
chain life because they can’t
stretch or snake. Fully enclosed
chain and sprocket guides
eliminate derailment.

Even the stickiest bales are
not a problem for our new
bale chamber. It is steeper and
deeper for feeding out a bigger
variety of bales and preventing
roll out on steep terrain.
Increased front and rear bale
chamber enclosure reduces
feed falling out, and a high
security bar holds the bale
securely in the chamber.

1 - AUTO LATCH SYSTEM
The clever Snaplox auto connect/disconnect hands-free system saves you time, saves

you having to tug on a rope to disconnect, and saves you from twisting your back. It’s failsafe, fast and operates naturally.
2 - VERSATILE INVESTMENT
Attach to a loader and feed into hay rings, troughs, TMR mixer wagons, or into your yards

without needing to open the gate. We’ve made it double ended so you can connect at
either end, with removable fences so the bale doesn’t screw out the back on steep hills. Fit
both removable fence options and feed out maize, loose silage or fodder-beet. Ideal when
the pasture is a bit wet to take your wagon into the paddock.
3 - REDUCE HAY WASTE
Feed savings of more than 40% can be achieved with the SL360X. It lays down a ﬂuffed-up

windrow which stock can eat more easily. Feed out as much or as little as you need and save the
rest for the next feeding time, this also keeps fodder fresher and more palatable, reducing selectivity
between stock.
FLOOR

4 - SAVE TIME & ELIMINATE BACKBREAKING WORK
What would normally take more than 2 hours of grappling and back breaking work can be done in less

than 30 minutes with a Hustler SL360X and fodder is distributed more uniformly providing cattle with equal
opportunity of feeding. The SL360X can reduce fuel consumption and mixing time for diet mixer operators.
5 - SELF LOADING
The unique design developed by Hustler allows the feeding cradle to be disconnected without leaving the

tractor seat, and the headstock slides out with its bale tynes to spike and load the bale onto the feeding cradle
where the wrapping can be removed reducing wasted fodder. The headstock reconnects which is made easy by
unequal length tynes and is ready to distribute the bale.
6 - SAFE, SIMPLE, EASY
The hydraulically driven low speed mechanism quickly teases out bales, with plenty of power to feed out even

the heaviest of bales. Easy to maintain with just 4 grease nipples and very few moving parts. The SL360X
requires a 70+ horsepower tractor with just 1 hydraulic remote and allows the operator to lift, load and feed the
bale, all from the comfort of the tractor seat.

AUTO LATCH SYSTEM

COVERED DRIVE SHAFTS

TEETH

The clever Auto Latch system
saves you the time and hassle
of opening the tractor’s back
window and tugging a rope
to unlatch the cradle. Uneven
ground does not affect it as the
feet will still push up enough to
unlatch.

The covers ensure longer
lasting bearings, and keeps mud
and muck out of the bearings
and eliminates feed wrapping
around them, which means less
maintenance and downtime.

Our unique, extra strong 6mm
shark teeth are designed to
prevent feed being dragged
under the feeder by releasing it
at precisely the right moment.
Teeth can be angled for more
aggression, or the whole bar
can be unbolted or removed
without breaking the chain or
using a grinder.

CONNECT EITHER END
To simplify loading and
connecting, we’ve allowed you to
connect or load from either end
of the cradle. This also allows
operators to switch the direction
the bale is being unrolled without
unloading the bale, which makes
feeding tighter bales on both
sides of the passage in single
access barns much quicker and
easier.

A fully enclosed ﬂoor design
extends over the drive shafts,
protecting them from wrapping,
and eliminates wastage by
preventing feed from falling
out. Made from solid, 5mm
polyethylene, it is UV and shock
resistant, and will not rust or
corrode.
Its extra slipperiness reduces
the amount of torque needed
and makes it easier to turn
bales that would otherwise grip
to a steel surface.

SPECIFICATIONS
BALE SIZES ROUND: 4’ x 4’ - 6’ x 5’
BALE SIZES SQUARE: Requires optional side bars
BALE WEIGHT: up to 1250kg (2760lbs)
UNIT WEIGHT: 500kg (1100lbs)
CAPACITY: 1 x bale
HYDRAULICS REQUIRED: 1 x double-acting, 30-60 l/min (8-16gal/min) , 2250-3000 psi
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Loaded With Goodies.
Maximise Productivity. Minimise Frustrations.
It’s no wonder more farmers choose Hustler bale feeders than any other brand, it’s because
we listen to farmers in more parts of the world than any other bale feeder manufacturer. This
enables us to understand livestock farmers’ needs better than anyone else, and we know you
don’t want frustrations, that’s why we’ve incorporated more hassle-saving features into our
bale feeders and tested them in more locations which allows us to stand behind our quality
with a full 2 year warranty for peace of mind.

CONNECT FROM EITHER END

MORE VERSATILITY

To simplify loading and connecting, we’ve
allowed you to connect or load from either end of
the cradle. This also allows operators to switch
the direction the bale is being unrolled without
unloading the bale, which makes feeding tighter
bales on both sides of the passage in single
access barns much quicker and easier.

Being loader mountable you can now realise
substantial hay savings by splitting each bale
into a number of hay rings, cutting waste. And
the added visibility of being front mounted is a
huge bonus.

DUAL CONNECTION HOOKS

BOLT ON LOADER MOUNTS

SIDESHIFT

REMOVABLE FENCES

Connecting on both sides of the feeder proves a
more positive connection, and the load is carried
through the headstock rather than the bale
spears.

Fit the SL360X to any type of loader or tractor
on the market, and should you swap tractors
it’s not an engineering job to keep your feeder
going.

The bolt-on lower hitch mounts allows for the
feeder to be off-set by 180mm (7 inches) in either
direction, another unique feature that allows
operators to distribute the feed closer to the
head-bails and stock in barns eliminating double
handling of the feed, saving your time. The
off-set feature works for both 3 point linkage and
most loader mounts.

The choice is yours! Operating on steep
country and want the ultimate bale security?
Add both front and rear fences. Or if you
want the best loading, remove both fences.
Have silage to feed out? Use both fences. The
ﬂexibility is yours.

UNEQUAL LENGTH TYNES

TOUGHEST BARS ON THE MARKET

EASIER LOADING

OPTIONAL SIDEBARS

Makes reconnecting quick and easy for even
the most inexperienced operators.

Our RHS feedbars have 4-5 times more
torsional strength than competitors machines,
an important factor when tearing heavy and
wet bales apart.

With new hay tynes piercing bales without
pushing them is a big advantage which makes
withdrawing the tynes easier as well.

If you have badly mis-shapen bales, or want
to feed out on the steepest terrain without
loosing a bale, add a pair of side bars to your
SL360X.
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SL450X Balefeeder

LOW MAINTENANCE
BEARINGS

The single bale trough feeder
With a fully adjustable hydraulic extension, the SL450X is ideal for feeding out into troughs, feed
bunkers, over fences or onto feedpads. The extension raises for transport, making the unit narrow

Protected double sealed heavyduty 4-bolt bearings with trash
shields are mounted outboard
of the feeding chamber, which
makes them last longer than
internally mounted bushes.

SUPERIOR DUAL LOCK

MAXIMUM REACH

POLYETHYLENE FLOOR

Dual latch system for superior
rigidity and safety with locking
device.

Large extension for maximum
reach allows feeding out into
hay baskets/cradles as well as
troughs and feedpads.

Fully enclosed extruded
polyethylene ﬂoor reduces feed
waste and it will never corrode.
Being polyethylene it is slippery
with 30% less drag compared
to steel which makes feeding
sticky silage or wet bales easy..

enough to easily ﬁt through gateways and comply with road width regulations.

Key Benefits
1 -EASY TO USE

The single level feed control makes it very easy to use and ideal for
share milkers.
2 - TOUGHEST CHAIN ON THE MARKET

Super strong 12,000 lb roller chain, with tough 40mm x 40mm
galvanised bars. Bars are bolted to the chain, a stronger and more
easily replaceable system.

ENCLOSED SPROCKETS
Our 6 tooth sprockets are made
from Bisalloy (the same material
a bulldozer blade is made from)
so they last forever. With smaller
diameter sprockets less torque
is required to drive the chains,
giving more drive power for tough
bales. Designed so it is impossible
for chain to jump off the sprocket
saves you downtime in the ﬁeld.
The chain runs on a roller at the
main elevator pivot, eliminating
any further chain wear.

3 - TOUGH POLYETHYLENE FLOOR

Non-corrosive, impervious to UV, slippery, easily repairable and very
shock resistant. Fully enclosed - no wastage of expensive feed. Long bed
can take 5’ long bales.
4 - LOW MAINTENANCE

Instead of bushes we use longer lasting block bearings, mounted outboard to keep
them clean and free of damage.

BALE CHAMBER
Fully enclosed front and rear bale
chamber reduces feed falling out.
This also enables you to feed
out maize bales or ﬁne chopped
silage.

4 - BEST BALE SECURITY ON THE MARKET

The high rear bar means the bale cannot screw off the back on hills. Optional side rails are
available.

FULL WIDTH FEET
RAISED SIDES

TOUGHEST CHAIN

STRONGEST BARS

Zinc plated chains rated to
12000lb each and with the
heavy duty rollers and pins
make our chain drive system
almost twice as strong as our
competitors. And the greater
surface on each roller pin
increases chain life because
they can’t stretch or snake.

Bars are 4-5 times stronger
torsionally than angle type bars
of same size. We’ve bolted them
to the chain which is stronger
and for different bale types
blank bars or bars with more
aggressive teeth are available
and can simply be bolted on in a
matter of minutes.

The raised side stops feed
falling off the elevator and
being wasted. This is especially
important when feeding out
ﬁne chopped silage or maize
bales.

Wide feet provide extra stability
when not in use and stops the
feeder sinking into wet or muddy
ground.

SPECIFICATIONS
BALE SIZES ROUND: 4’ x 4’ - 6’ x 5’

BALE SIZES SQUARE: Requires optional side bars
BALE WEIGHT: up to 1000kg (2200lbs)
UNIT WEIGHT: 690kg (1520lbs)
CAPACITY: 1 x bale (round or square)

HYDRAULICS REQUIRED: 1 x double-acting, 30-60 l/min (8-16gal/min), 2250-3000 psi

GET MORE DONE
EVERYDAY WITH
A SL700X DOUBLE
BALE FEEDER.
2017 MODEL UPGRADES:
COVERED DRIVE SHAFTS

Eliminate the possibility of long chop feeds

“It is very balanced on hill sides, great how it has a swivel eye
and very manoeuvrable. Easy peasy to put on and take off, it’s
an awesome machine and I look forward to feeding out with it
again soon!”
CECILIA SIMMONDS, REREWHAKAAITU, NEW ZEALAND - SL700X

“I wanted a good simple machine and it didn’t take me long to
make up my mind, the single post drawbar is excellent allowing
tight turning, the shape of the bed works well and having the
adjustable axle allows for great stability”.
LINCOLN WRIGLEY, WEST COAST, NEW ZEALAND - SL700X

“The big advantage is its easiness to use, and self-loading.
It’s never broken down, side bars are very useful as you can
see where it is when going through gates as well as keeping
mis-shapen bales in the chamber on the steep country we
operate on”
ANDREW GORDON, SCOTLAND - SL700X

wrapping or binding up on drive shafts.

TOUGHER LOADING SYSTEM

“We purchased the SL700X because it ticked all the boxes! Some
of the key advantages is the impressive ground clearance and
the fact that the chassis is the lowest point not the feed bars. ”
SAM LEYSER, CROMWELL, NEW ZEALAND - SL700X

Stronger rear loading system design is built
extremely tough to go the distance.

“We purchased our SL700X 3 years ago to feed 2000 bales each
year and it has saved us 2 staff and it’s now a part time job for
one operator ”
CRISTOPHER IBARRA, CHILE - SL700X

“I’ve owned Hustler bale feeders now for 10 years, this is my
second machine, and I can’t say enough good things about it,
it’s brilliant in the hills ”
HUGH THOMPSON, HAWKES BAY, NEW ZEALAND - SL700X
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SL700X Balefeeder
Trailed two bale feeder

BEARING COVERS

OPTIONAL STRINGBOX

OPTIONAL SIDEBARS

TOWING EYE

Removable bearing covers protect
the bearings from mud and make
cleaning and greasing easy.

Our massive new stringbox
keeps your wrap and string
out of harms way and your
tractor cab clean and smell-free.
Big enough to hold fencing
standards, knives and anything
else you need on the job.

Adding a set of sidebars quickly
transforms the SLX to a capable
square and round bale feeder.

The 12,000kg towing eye now
has an easy-to-use height
adjustment, enabling the
SL700X to stay level behind
virtually any tractor. Its ability
to rotate 360° makes feeding
out on steep terrain troublefree.

Designed for medium to large operations feeding out thousands of bales each year, NEW FOR
2017 the SL700X has covered driveshafts to eliminate wrapping, and a stronger rear loading
system design and is built extremely tough to go the distance.

Key Benefits
1 - EASY TO USE

The single level feed control makes it very easy to use and
ideal for share milkers.
2 - TOUGHEST CHAIN ON THE MARKET

Super strong 12,000 lb roller chain, with tough 40mm x
40mm galvanised bars. Bars are bolted to the chain, a
stronger and more easily replaceable system.
3 - TOUGH POLYETHYLENE FLOOR

Non-corrosive, impervious to UV, slippery, easily repairable
and very shock resistant. Fully enclosed - no wastage of
expensive feed. Long bed can take 5’ long bales.
4 - LOW MAINTENANCE

Instead of bushes we use longer lasting block bearings, mounted
outboard to keep them clean and free of damage.
4 - TOTAL CONTROL LOADING SYSTEM

Hustler’s unique Total Control Loading (TCL2) system that has revolutionized
bale handling since it was introduced eight years ago. With just one hydraulic

OPTIONAL WHEELS

GUARD PLATE

DRAWBAR

cylinder to complete the entire loading operation, and a new gas strut to help
reset the loader, the TCL2 is the fastest loading system out there. And with only

Optional traction tyres and
wider 13/55-R17 ﬂotation
tyres are available.

one ram it’s safer and less demanding on your tractor’s hydraulics. Unlike other

OPTIONAL MUDGUARDS

We’ve incorporated a guard
plate underneath the SL700X,
so there’s nothing to tear or
catch as you drive over electric
fences and other obstacles.

Our single post drawbar design
has set the benchmark in
feeder manoeuvrability. By
lowering the draw bar, we’ve
made it easier (and less painful)
stepping from side to side.

systems, the operator can reverse the bale if necessary, even once the bale is
positioned low over the cradle for unwrapping.

For keeping the feed
clean and dry in-transit.

CHASSIS PROTECTS FEEDER

WEIGHT

Our fully enclosed chassis prevents
rust by stopping water getting in.
We’ve built the SL700X with plenty of
ground clearance to minimise bellying
out. To avoid damage to chains and
feed bars when it does touch the
ground, we’ve made the underside of
the chassis smooth, so it slides until
the wheels gain traction again.

Impressive strength to weight
ratio has been achieved by
constructing the SL700X from
high tensile steel, which is 50%
stronger than mild steel. At just
995kgs, it can be towed easily
by smaller tractors. Bolted
construction eliminates stress
cracking common with some
conventional bale feeders.

SPECIFICATIONS
BALE SIZES ROUND: 4’ x 4’ - 6’ x 5’
BALE WEIGHT: up to 1000kg (2200lbs)
UNIT WEIGHT: 980kg (2160lbs)
CAPACITY: 2 x bales (round)
WHEELS: 10/75 R15.3

Pictured with optional sidebars

HYDRAULICS REQUIRED: 2 x double-acting, 30-60 l/min (8-16gal/min), 2250-3000 psi
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SL700X
LOADING
SEQUENCE

01

Handle it
TOTAL CONTROL LOADING SERIES 2

Back tynes into bale

02

Bale is always under control

03

Remove net wrap

Tynes withdraw

CHASSIS IS THE LOWEST POINT

A lower centre of gravity and steeper feed
cradle result in a 20% increase in stability, and
means the SL700X is the most stable in it’s
class. This means greater safety and peace of
mind when the going gets steep.

Makes it possible to drive over hotwires
without getting snagged, and protects the
chain and feed bars from impact with the
ground and obstacles.

NEW 2017 STRONGER LOADING SYSTEM DESIGN
Faster cycle times, quieter operation, bigger bale handling capacity
and a foolproof resetting operation are just some of the reﬁnements
we’ve made to Hustler’s unique Total Control Loading (TCL) system
that has revolutionized bale handling since it was introduced eight
years ago.

04

HILL COUNTRY STABILITY

With just one hydraulic cylinder to complete the entire loading
operation, and a new gas strut to help reset the loader, the TCL Series
2 is the fastest loading system out there. And with only one ram to ﬁll
with oil, it’s also less demanding on your tractor’s hydraulics.

NEW DRIVE
A beefed up drive system, including a newly
designed coupling, provides unparalleled direct
drive strength, while a bigger, motor allows
you to feed even the heaviest and sloppiest
bales with ease.

1.68m
1.92m

Our Total Control Loading System provides exactly what it says: total
control. Unlike other systems, the operator can reverse the bale if
necessary, even once the bale is positioned low over the cradle for
unwrapping.
05

06

Tynes ready to pick up 2nd bale

Bales in transport position

ADJUSTABLE WHEEL TRACK
Choose between the 3 axle width options
(1.68m -1.92m) to suit your individual application.

THE TOTAL CONTROL LOADING ADVANTAGE:

• Easy bale pickup means no digging up of paddocks or dirt
mixing with feed
• Gentle and accurate placement of the bale in the bale chamber
• Easy to line up the bale
• Minimal feed wastage because the net wrap can be removed
above the bale chamber
• Bale is secure during transport, even on steep inclines
• Handles round and square bales
• Second bale can be positioned low to the ground for added ballast.

LOWER PROFILE TYRES

MASSIVE AXLE

Lower proﬁle tyres provide more stability and
less bounce when travelling over rough terrain,
which results less chance of rollover.

You need to feed out in all conditions,
so we’ve ﬁtted the strongest stub axle on
the market. The SL700X is suited to the
fastest tractors available today.

www.hustlerequipment.co.nz

THE HUSTLER FAMILY

The Hustler Family
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CHECK OUT THE MARKET’S
MOST COMPREHENSIVE
FEEDOUT WAGON RANGE.

CHAINLESS BALEFEEDERS
The innovative, ultra-reliable Chainless® balefeeders
without feed chains, will feed out almost any type of
bale you have on hand.
Feeds out
• Any square and round bale
• Any bale type
• Frozen bales
• Teases hay apart maximising feed use
• Infinitely variable feed control

Chainless XR1500
• Stationary rebaling feeder
• 1 bale capacity
• Up to 5 ft wide bales

Chainless X2500
• 3pt mounted, self-loading
• 1 bale capacity
• Up to 5 ft wide bales

Chainless X5000
• Trailed, self-loading
• 2 bale capacity
• Up to 5 ft wide bales
• Total Control Loading

SL360X
• 3pt mounted, self-loading
• 1 bale capacity
• Up to 5 ft wide bales
• Snaplox auto connection system
provide hands-free loading from
either end.

SL450X
• 3pt mounted, self-loading
• 1 bale capacity
• Up to 5 ft wide bales
• Adjustable extension for feeding
into troughs

SL700X
• Trailed, self-loading
• 2 bale capacity
• Up to 5 ft wide bales
• Total Control Loading

SILAGE WAGONS &
COMBY WAGONS

SL BALEFEEDERS
The SL range of feeders provide an economical option
for farmers who primarily feed out round bales.
Feeds out
• Round bales of hay or silage
• Some square bales (with optional side bars)
• Easy to use single lever feed control
• Toughest chain and feedbars on the market

SCAN HERE
or visit

www.hustlerequipment.com

SOFTHANDS BALEHANDLERS

2
YEAR

Hustler’s full range of bale handlers offer a model to suit every
farm size, built tough with a unique design.

WARRANTY

Unique features include
• 3 position adjustable hands to suit any bale size (except CXR)
• Patented equaliser
• Slim hands for close stacking
• Wide range of loader mounts

System 10
• Farmers Multi-tool
• Round bales
• 750kg capacity
• Up to 500 bales/year

CXR Softhands
• Farmers handler
• Round bales
• 1 tonne capacity
• Up to 1000 bales/year

Katipo 680
• Manual controls
• 680 litre capacity
• 6 metre manual fold boom

Katipo 890
• Manual controls
• 890 litre capacity
• 8-12 metre manual fold booms
• 50 metre folding hose reel and
spray gun

Compact Softhands
• Farmers handler
• Round and Square bales
• 1 tonne capacity
• Up to 1000 bales/year

Mega Softhands
• Contractors handler
• Round and Square bales
• 2 tonne capacity
• 100,000+ bales/year

Like all Hustler products, the
X5000 is backed by our full Two
Year Warranty. For an extra two
years peace of mind, ask about
the Hustler Gold Plus Extended
Warranty at time of purchase.

SPRAYERS
Hustler’s range of boom sprayers embody a raft of new features
never seen before – all designed to make spraying safer, easier
and more accurate.
Unique features include
• MixMax agitation system
• Unique low profile chassis/tank designs
• Unbeatable boom designs and durability
• Superior boom suspension technology
• Custom build option available

Katipo 1150
• Electric in-cab controls
• 1150 litre capacity
• 10-12 metre hydraulic
folding booms

Fox 1500-1800
• Electric - GPS controls
• 1500-1800 litre capacity
• 14-18 metre hydraulic
fold booms

Prestige 2800-5500
• Electric - GPS controls
• 2800-5500 litre capacity
• 18-36 metre hydraulic
fold booms

HUSTLER FINANCE & AFTER SALES
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After sales support
Our dedication to you doesn’t stop when you leave the dealer. That’s because owning a Hustler should be as
rewarding as the time it saves you. All Hustler built products are backed with a full 2 year warranty for added
peace of mind in the field and include Hustler’s legendary service, back up and support that exceeds your
expectations. For an extra two years peace of mind, ask about the Hustler Gold Plus Extended
Warranty at time of purchase.

2

YEAR
WARRANTY

HQ

Field Consultants

HQ

Hustler’s trained Field
Consultants are ready to
help you. Providing sound
advice, expert product
knowledge training and on
farm demonstrations.
HQ

GLOBAL

HQ

Get your
Hustler

Gerald Raikes
Field Consultant, New Zealand
+64 21 221 5053

Nigel Holt
Field Consultant, New Zealand
+64 21 406 599

Jerry Currie
Field Consultant, New Zealand
+64 21 241 6981

Angus Hewetson
Field Consultant, North America
+1 507 201 2470

Hartley Currie
Field Consultant, Feedout Wagons
+64 21 220 3577

Peter Hazell
Field Consultant, Europe
+41 56 241 0037

Cameron West
Field Consultant, Australia
+61 437 136 209

Ryan Carroll
After Sales Support
+64 6 873 9520

What would you like?
Watch product videos online
Try it on your farm with a free demo
To talk about a trade in
A ﬁnance deal or quote
Locate your nearest accredited dealer

FREECALL 0800 487 853 Global Headquarters +64 6 879 7926 or visit www.hustlerequipment.com

NEW ZEALAND
Freecall: 0800 487 853
Aftersales: 06 873 9520
Email: parts@hustlerequipment.com
GLOBAL HQ
Hastings, 4153
New Zealand
AUSTRALIA HQ
Leongatha, 3953
Victoria
Australia
NORTH AMERICA HQ
Minneapolis, 55405
Minnesota
USA
EUROPE HQ
Zurich, 8760
Switzerland

www.hustlerequipment.com

